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Parliament could enact a law condemning all red-haired males to
death or making attendance at public worship illegal.
So too the immense complexity of the business of government Consultation
makes it necessary that, while preserving its supremacy, Parliament °flrln^ests
should exercise it only after the major interests affected have been
consulted. The modern State regulates the whole life of the com-
munity. The initiation of legislation is the function of the Executive,
but prior consultation of major interests affected is an essential part
of the legislative process. Indeed it is not uncommon in the case of
delegated legislation for Parliament expressly to provide for consulta-
tion between a Minister and the organisations representing interests
to be affected by the making of regulations.  Legislation affecting
industrial life is not passed without consultation with the major
industrial organisations of employers and employed—employers*
associations and trade unions. Such consultation ensures that legis-
lation is passed with adequate knowledge of the problems involved
and that Parliament is aware in advance how far it will secure the
co-operation essential for its enforcement. It is of the highest im-
portance that the persons or bodies consulted should be truly repre-
sentative of the interests concerned, but not all interests—especially
consumers—are organised. Similar consultation takes place before
the passage of legislation directly affecting the professions, e.g. the
medical profession had to be consulted before the initiation of the
National Health Service; the Bar Council and the Law Society
before ffife introduction of measures changing legal procedure.
Numerous measures necessitate the co-operation of local authorities
which is secured in advance by consultation between the Ministry of
Housing and Local Government and the Associations of Municipal
Corporations and of County Councils. There is a tendency for the
Executive to face Parliament with "agreed measures." But consulta-
tion does not mean that the bodies whose advice is sought can dictate
policy. It is for the Minister to weigh up that advice and to present
the policy of the Government to Parliament. Consultation must not be
allowed to hamper Parliament in reaching final decisions. No dictation
to Parliament must be tolerated. Parliamentary democracy would
notv^rk if a minority attempted to influence national action, e.g. in
the sphere of foreign policy, by organised obstruction or strikes. The
practice of consultation is one of the factors which have stood in the
way of the establishment of any rival to Parliament by means of
functional devolution. An economic Parliament elected by sectional
interests might easily become a rival claimant for supremacy.
Finally there must be mentioned the responsibility of Parliament Parliament
to ti^iectorate, the political sovereign. Some constitutions provide
that Constitutional changes shall only take effect with the consent of
the electorate obtained by a referendum (a poll of the electorate).

